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Abstract - This A Fire Fighting Robot utilizing arduino, which would identify fire consequently and will move towards the fire and 
will attempt to extinguish the fire by siphoning out water from a sheltered separation. It will likewise identify any human nearness 
or living being around where the fire broke out. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
 
As per National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB), it is evaluated that more than 1.2 lakh passings have been caused as a result of 
fire mishaps in India from 2010-2014. Despite the fact that there are a ton of precautions taken for Fire mishaps, these 
normal/man-caused catastrophes to do happen now and afterward. In case of a fire breakout, to save individuals what's more, 
to put out the fire we are compelled to utilize HR which are undependable. With the progression of innovation particularly in 
Robotics it is especially conceivable to supplant people with robots for battling the fire. This would improve the proficiency of 
firemen and would likewise keep them from gambling human lives.[4]  
 
As indicated by overview in India almost 25,000 individuals kick the bucket each year because of fire and related causes and 
the misfortune due to these fire episodes is more than Rs.100 crores [6] .  
 
Despite the fact that there are part of safety measure taken to forestall the fire there are mishaps happening all over, so we 
need to murder the fire before it executes us. In a fire breakout the firemen are limited to go close to the fire as the power of 
the fire is high now and again, In request to defeat this we can manufacture an independent firefighting robot which can help 
the firemen in diminishing the warmth of the fire.  
 
You will require Arduino Uno board to go about as the cerebrum of the robot, and three fire identifying sensor(Flame sensor) 
which are fundamentally Infrared radiation recipient modules. You will likewise need a frame for the robot with two DC 
engines, one water siphon and a can for putting away water. You need to program the robot with the end goal that when the 
robot recognizes the fire it should moves towards it, this is finished utilizing Infrared Flame Sensors. We will be fitting three 
fire sensors in our robot one at the middle looking ahead bearing and other two at each front finish of the robot such that the 
sensors are confronting the bearing left and right individually. At the point when any substance is consuming it emanates a 
few sum if infrared radiation, the fire sensors identifies this radiation utilizing an Infrared receiver(Photodiode), we use 
operational speakers to check for the adjustment in voltage of the IR Receiver, so that if a fire is recognized the yield pin of the 
sensor will give 0V(LOW) and if the is no fire the yield pin will be 5V(HIGH) [3].  
 
The robot moves towards the fire and it likewise modifies itself such a way, that the fire identified is actually before the robot 
this alteration is finished utilizing all the three Flame sensors, when the left sensor identifies fire the robot turns left with the 
goal that the fire is before the center sensor and the same for the fire at right sensor, and simultaneously it likewise smothers 
the fire by splashing a fly of water. Movement discovery utilizing a PIR sensor circuit can be utilized for giving security to 
home, shopping centers and so forth, as the PIR sensor utilized right now the movement of humans around this circuit. With 
the assistance of bell, we can recognize the movement of human which was identified by the sensor. This framework can be 
utilized at wherever where security is required. Security is required by everybody in the general public now-a-days to shield 
their property or secret data from others which is sensor sense a human movement and afterward transmit the sign remotely 
[1].  
 
Distinguishing movements or developments has consistently been significant in many activities. With the assistance of the PIR 
Sensor it has become exceptionally simple to distinguish human/creature developments. In this task we will figure out how we 
can interface a PIR Sensor with a microcontroller like Arduino. We will interface an Arduino with PIR module and squint a LED 
and signal a Signal at whatever point a development is identified [2].  
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2. PROGRAMMING REQUIREMENTS  
 
The Arduino microcontroller is a simple to utilize yet amazing single board PC that has picked up impressive footing in the 
side interest and expert market.  
The Arduino is open-source, which implies equipment is sensibly valued and improvement programming is free. This control 
is for understudies in ME2011, or understudies anyplace who are going up against the Arduino just because. For cutting edge 
Arduino clients, sneak the web; there are loads of assets. The Arduino venture was begun in Italy to grow minimal effort 
equipment for association plan.  
 
3. CLARIFICATION OF COMPONENTS  
 

•Arduino Uno: You can say that Arduino is the cerebrum of the robot as it controls and activates the robot. You can 
utilize the I/O pins for interfacing the sensors, and for activating the robot with the goal that it moves towards the fire.  

• Flame sensor: The fire sensors distinguishes the Infrared radiation discharged by the fire, you can utilize this 
sensor to distinguish fire.  

 
Thus, we place three such sensors in three ways of the robot to detect on which course the fire is consuming. We recognize the 
bearing of the fire we can utilize the engines to move close to the fire by driving our engines through the L293D module. When 
almost a fire we need to put it out utilizing water. Utilizing a little compartment we can convey water, a 5V siphon is 
additionally put in the compartment and the entire holder is set on a servo motor so that we can control the course in which 
the water  
 

• PIR Sensor Module: PIR sensor stands for Passive Infrared sensor. It is an ease sensor which can recognize the 
nearness of Human creatures or creatures. Must be sprayed. As we know the fire sensor will yield a HIGH when there is fire 
and will yield a LOW when there is fire. So we need to keep checking these sensor if any fire has occurred. If no fire is there we 
request that the engines remain stop by making all the sticks high [4].  
 
Then again we are utilizing a PIR movement sensor is perfect to recognize development. PIR mean "Inactive Infrared". 
Fundamentally, the PIR movement sensor estimates infrared light from objects in its field of view. Along these lines, it can 
distinguish movement in view of changes in infrared light in nature. It is perfect to distinguish if a human has moved in or out 
of the sensor go [5].  
 
There are two significant materials present in the sensor one is the pyroelectric gem which can recognize the warmth marks 
from a living life form (people/animals) and the other is a Fresnel focal points which can broaden the scope of the sensor.  
 
4. WORKING PRINCIPLE  
 
The fundamental cerebrum of this venture is the Arduino, yet so as to sense fire we use the Fire sensor module (flame sensor) 
As you can see these sensors have an IR Receiver (Photodiode) which is utilized to distinguish the fire. How is this 
conceivable? At the point when fire consumes it emanates a modest quantity of Infra- red light, this light will be gotten by the 
IR beneficiary on the sensor module. At that point we utilize an Op-Amp to check for change in voltage over the IR Receiver, so 
that if a fire is distinguished the output pin (DO) will give 0V(LOW) and if the is no fire the yield pin will be 5V(HIGH). 
Additionally recognizing any human or creature around their.  
 
5. CONCLUSION  
 
5 IJSDR1605022 International Journal of Scientific Development and Research (IJSDR) www.ijsdr.org 103 MOTION 
DETECTION USING PIR SENSOR It merits referencing now that the point of this examination which is the plan and usage fire-
quenching robot venture, the point was to build up a framework that distinguishes also, douses the fire before the fire begins 
and advises the earth. Right now, framework that works effectively both equipment and programming has been figured it out.  
This framework &quot;fire identification and smothering robot &quot; is fit for being utilized in regular day to day existence if 
more experts are chosen rather than the components utilized in the task. This can be effectively utilized in shut parking areas, 
grocery stores, stores, shops. By the fire quenchers which can be included to the robot, the fire can be right off the bat 
interceded and the vast majority of the fire can be smothered with no development. On the other hand this undertaking gives 
us a plan to identify the movement.  
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This undertaking can be utilized anyplace either at home or workplaces. This is additionally cost effective. Hence this task 
points in structuring and building a robot which consequently reach close to the fire and put it off  
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